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Satya Nadella
Chairman and CEO, Microsoft

“Today marks the next major step in the evolution of 

how we interact with computing, which will 

fundamentally change the way we work and unlock 

a new wave of productivity growth.”

“With our new copilot for work, we’re giving 

people more agency and making technology 

more accessible through the most universal 

interface − natural language.”



AI will break the world out of its stagnant 
productivity cycle – and set the stage for 

a new era of innovation.

The age of AI



AI

WorkLab

Forecast 2023

A whole

new way 

of working

The effect of next-generation AI will 

be felt in three distinct ways: 

It will unleash creativity, unlock 

productivity, and uplevel skills.



64%
of people have struggled 

with finding time and energy 

to get their work done.

3x
Amount by which time spent 

in Microsoft Teams meetings 

and calls has increased per 

week since February 2020.

70%
Share of people who would 

delegate as much as possible 

to AI to lessen their 

workloads.

2x
Likelihood of a leader to 

say AI will provide value by 

boosting productivity vs. 

cutting headcount.

Source: Work Trend Index Annual Report: Will AI Fix Work? Microsoft, 9 May 2023

The pace of work is outpacing our ability to keep up

AI-powered tools represent an enormous opportunity

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index/will-ai-fix-work


70% of people say they would delegate as much work as possible to AI to lessen their workloads.

Our customers want a new way of working

We must overcome the drudgery of work To rediscover the soul of work

What customers want:

 Simple-to-use solutions designed to work 

together.

 Best-of-breed protection and productivity.

 AI to fuel productivity and innovation.

Source: 2023 Work Trend Index: Annual Report

 68% of people say they don’t have enough 

uninterrupted focus time.

 62% of people are spending too much time 

searching for information.

 57% of an employee’s time is spent on 

communicating (in meetings, email, and chat).

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index/will-ai-fix-work


Microsoft is fueling AI innovation

Decades 

of research & 

development

Committed to 

advancing  

Responsible AI

Secure 

from 

the start

Reliability & 

performance at scale 

for large AI models 

Trusted by 

AI leaders 

like OpenAI



Build the future faster with Microsoft AI

Limitless innovation & 

possibility

Write better code faster in 

dozens of languages with 

GitHub Copilot. 

Unleashed creativity & 

productivity

Unleash creativity and

unlock productivity with 

Microsoft 365 Copilot.

Faster threat

detection & response

Detect and respond to 

incidents faster with 

Microsoft Security Copilot.

Superior search

on the web

Ask questions and get 

relevant answers with 

AI-powered Bing.

Intelligence for every line 

of business

Bring AI-powered, interactive 

assistance to CRM and ERP 

with Dynamics 365 Copilot.

Access to timely data for 

accelerated sales

Spend more time selling

and less time searching for 

customer data with

Microsoft Viva Sales.

Personalized & intelligent 

meetings

Make the meetings you 

attend more productive with 

Microsoft Teams Premium.

No-code dev using 

everyday language

Build apps using natural 

language and no code with 

Copilot in Power Platform.

Discover powerful foundational models and capable copilots accessible via natural language

Learn more Learn more

Learn moreLearn more Learn more

Learn more Learn more

https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2023/03/06/introducing-microsoft-dynamics-365-copilot/
https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/powerplatform/2023/03/16/power-platform-is-leading-a-new-era-of-ai-generated-low-code-app-development/
https://aka.ms/SecurityCopilot
https://github.blog/2023-03-22-github-copilot-x-the-ai-powered-developer-experience/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge/features/bing-chat?form=MT00D8
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-viva/sales
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-teams/premium


Microsoft 365 Copilot



Microsoft 365 Copilot

Large Language 

Models
Microsoft 365 

Apps

Natural Language

Microsoft Graph

- Your Data -



Business Chat

Embedded across Microsoft 365 apps

Microsoft 365 Copilot



Built on Microsoft’s comprehensive approach

Security Compliance Privacy Responsible AI

Microsoft 365 Copilot



Access to your business content and context

Microsoft 365 Copilot



Microsoft 365 Copilot 

Unleash creativity

Harness Copilot’s 

power so you never 

start from scratch

Let Copilot summarize 

actions for you, and 

optimize your time

Unlock productivity

Be better at what you’re 

good at and master what 

you’ve yet to learn 

Uplevel skills 





Microsoft 365 Copilot 

Unleash creativity

Harness Copilot’s 

power so you never 

start from scratch

Copilot summarize 

actions for you, and 

optimize your time

Unlock productivity

Be better at what you’re 

good at and master what 

you’ve yet to learn 

Uplevel skills 



08_Outlook
Let’s switch to Outlook, where you have 14 new emails. Copilot presents a "catchup" snapshot of your entire inbox, highlighting the most important emails for you to 

address first.

The Catchup feature guides you to important emails. For instance, here is an invite for a morale event…  And this email discusses a revenue challenge in Canada.

You can also experience the same copilot benefits on-the-go with Outlook mobile. Copilot helps you stay productive by recommending ways to draft an intelligent 

reply. 

In this case you decide to create a custom response giving it specific instructions.

Copilot produces a first draft.  

You can easily make changes to the tone or length, and Copilot rewrites the message more concisely. 

Once you’ve reviewed the proposed response, you can add it to the email and send it out, without skipping a beat.



09_Teams & Loop



Microsoft 365 Copilot 

Unleash creativity

Harness Copilot’s 

power so you never 

start from scratch

Let Copilot summarize 

actions for you, and 

optimize your time

Unlock productivity

Be better at what you’re 

good at and master what 

you’ve yet to learn 

Uplevel skills 





How it works

Retrieval Augmented Generation



Microsoft 365 Copilot

Microsoft Graph

- Your Data -

Large Language 

Models

Microsoft 365 

Apps

Natural Language





How it works

Data access and permissions



How it works

Prompts and turns



How to get ready

Microsoft 365 Copilot



Microsoft Graph and search

Just enough access







Just enough access

Tool recommendations



















Admin setup guide

Microsoft 365 Copilot











Adoption & success

Microsoft 365 Copilot



What is next?



Road to Microsoft 365 Copilot Partner GTM    
The ecosystem for the new wave of productivity 

Develop customer 
offers

Sell and help 
customers adopt 

M365 Copilot

Get ready

for GA

AI products and 
principles

M365 suite + Copilot

Provision your own 
Copilot COE

Get AI and

Copilot ready

Technical and staffing 
requirements

Discuss and action 
data access concerns

Deploy Microsoft 365 
E3/ME5

Help customers 

get M365 

Copilot ready

ChatGPT
Teams Message 

Extension
Power Platform 

connector
Graph connectors

Bring apps and 

data to Copilot 



Accelerate 

customer AI 

readiness before 

deploying Copilot

Proactively get customers ready to 

embrace the AI-powered future of 

work:

1. Move customers to AI-ready licenses

within the Microsoft 365 suite

2. Prepare customers to meet Copilot 

technical requirements

3. Reassure customer data privacy 

concerns and ensure comprehensive 

compliance and security controls



Customer on
Microsoft 365 

E3/ME5 

/Biz Premium

Deploy Microsoft 365 

E3/BP 
Drive usage & pitch Copilot

Microsoft 365 is foundational to being AI ready. Although Copilot will be 

a difference license, customers will need to be on Microsoft 365 E3/E5 as a 

base license.

Copilot uses information available to users within the 

MS Graph. To retrieve their business data, users will need 

to deploy and adopt Microsoft 365 first.

Leverage the Microsoft 365 E3 offers and promos

Enable Copilot Center of Excellence 

Leverage deployment and adoption resources

Copilot 

ready Copilot

Deployed

Lead with Secure 

Productivity + Copilot

Lead with Copilot
Address technical readiness gap

Yes?

No?

Microsoft 365 Copilot | Winning Customers

https://transform.microsoft.com/modernwork/resources/discover-try-buy?tab=me3
https://transform.microsoft.com/modernwork/resources/discover-try-buy?tab=migration-deployment-offers


The era of AI is here

Unify a complex, disconnected IT ecosystem into a 

single secure foundation

Devices

that meet specific

job requirements

Operating system

that’s secure, easy to manage,

update, and use

Security

that defends against 

cyberattacks across 

multiple platforms

Management

that is built for a 

heterogenous device estate, 

including personal devices 

Collaboration

that connects every 

employee 

across all devices



Help customers meet the technical requirements
Act now and prepare your customers’ Microsoft 365 environments for Copilot

✓ Customers must be on Microsoft 365 E3 or E5.

✓ Users must have Azure Active Directory -based accounts (Learn More).

✓ Several features require users to have a OneDrive account (Deploy OneDrive).

✓ Copilot in Outlook: Users will need to be using the new Outlook for Windows (which is publicly called “the new Outlook for Windows.” 
This version is currently in public preview. Users can load the new Outlook by toggling or use Outlook Mobile (Getting Started with 
the New Outlook for Windows - Microsoft Support).

✓ Copilot in Teams: Users will need to enable the Teams desktop client (Deploy Teams) as well as transcription (Configure 
Transcription).

✓ Copilot in Loop: Tenants must have Loop enabled (Learn How to Enable Loop).

✓ Cross-app intelligence: The richness of the experience will depend on the data sources indexed by Microsoft 365. Tenants with the 
richest data in Microsoft 365 (Exchange, OneDrive, SharePoint, and Teams) will get the best results.

https://setup.microsoft.com/azure/ad-setup-guide
https://setup.microsoft.com/onedrive/setup-guide
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/getting-started-with-the-new-outlook-for-windows-656bb8d9-5a60-49b2-a98b-ba7822bc7627
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/getting-started-with-the-new-outlook-for-windows-656bb8d9-5a60-49b2-a98b-ba7822bc7627
https://setup.microsoft.com/teams/setup-guide
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-transcription-captions
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-transcription-captions


Address sensitive information 

and customer data inquiries

Is the LLM model trained with customer 

data? 

 No, Microsoft does not use customer 

data to train or improve the LLMs. 

 Refer customers to Microsoft’s privacy 

policy and service documentation. 

How does Microsoft 365 Copilot protect 

sharing of sensitive content? 

 It only presents data that each individual 

user has access to. 

 It uses the same data access controls as 

other Microsoft 365 services. 

 It inherits the tenant’s security, 

compliance, and privacy policies. 

Who owns the IP of content generated 

by AI? 

 Microsoft does not claim ownership of 

the prompts or the generated 

responses. 

Address data processing and 

privacy inquiries

Microsoft 365 Copilot falls under the 

Microsoft 365 Product Terms. 

Where does data processing occur for 

Microsoft 365 Copilot? 

 Currently, all LLM data processing is 

done in North America (Canada and the 

USA). 

Does Microsoft 365 Copilot support 

multi-geo data processing? 

 The Microsoft 365 Copilot Preview does 

not currently support multi-geo SKUs. 

Will Microsoft 365 Copilot be available 

in GoLocal countries? 

 Yes, Copilot will be available in GoLocal 

countries. Dates will be shared in the 

near future. 

 Stay informed by following the 

Microsoft 365 Blog as well as the Tech 

Community Microsoft 365 Blog. 

Address questions related to 

GDPR data compliance

Is GDPR delaying the deployment of 

Microsoft 365 Copilot in the EU? 

 No, Microsoft’s GDPR commitments 

underway are not blocking or delaying 

EU deployment. 

 Microsoft will start offering Microsoft 

365 Copilot in the EU once the newly 

announced EU data region 

commitments have been reached. 

Learn more about Microsoft’s EU Data 

Boundary commitment: 

 Microsoft announces the phased rollout 

of the EU Data Boundary for the 

Microsoft Cloud, begins January 1, 2023

 What is the EU Data Boundary? 

How is data stored and processed to 

comply with privacy laws? 

 The Microsoft 365 Copilot experience 

does not change Microsoft’s data 

security and privacy principles. 

 Copilot is integrated into Microsoft 365 

and adheres to all existing privacy and 

compliance obligations. 

Deploy additional Microsoft 

Security solutions

Set up a strong Zero Trust foundation 

for your customers in Microsoft 365: 

 Secure and manage identities with 

Microsoft Entra Identity Governance. 

 Defend against threats across multiple 

platforms with Microsoft Defender for 

Endpoint, Microsoft Intune, Windows 

Autopatch, and Windows 11 Enterprise. 

 Protect sensitive information across data 

estates with Microsoft Purview 

Information Protection. 

Help your customers streamline 

endpoint management for company-

owned and BYO devices: 

 Ensure that both hardware and software 

are working together to keep people, 

data, and devices protected and private 

with Windows 11 Enterprise. 

 Manage and protect any endpoint in the 

cloud with Microsoft Intune. 

 Simplify and optimize endpoint estates 

to improve IT efficiency with Endpoint 

Analytics, Universal Print, and 

Organizational Messages in Microsoft 

Intune. 

Proactively address customer security concerns

Reassure customers that Microsoft 365 Copilot was designed for enterprise security needs

https://privacy.microsoft.com/en-US/
https://privacy.microsoft.com/en-US/
https://www.microsoft.com/licensing/terms/productoffering/Microsoft365/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2023/05/09/introducing-the-microsoft-365-copilot-early-access-program-and-new-capabilities-in-copilot/
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-365-blog/bg-p/microsoft_365blog
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-365-blog/bg-p/microsoft_365blog
https://blogs.microsoft.com/eupolicy/2022/12/15/eu-data-boundary-cloud-rollout/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/eupolicy/2022/12/15/eu-data-boundary-cloud-rollout/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/eupolicy/2022/12/15/eu-data-boundary-cloud-rollout/
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/privacy/eudb/eu-data-boundary-learn
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/microsoft-entra
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/endpoint-security/microsoft-defender-endpoint
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/endpoint-security/microsoft-defender-endpoint
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/Microsoft-Intune
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/windows/autopatch
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/windows/autopatch
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/windows/windows-11-enterprise
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/information-protection/microsoft-purview-information-protection
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/information-protection/microsoft-purview-information-protection
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/windows/windows-11-enterprise
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/Microsoft-Intune
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/analytics/overview
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/analytics/overview
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/windows/universal-print
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/remote-actions/organizational-messages-overview


Reduce operation costs

Reduction in the likelihood of a data breach

Cut spending on employee devices

Cut time deploying, managing new software

Cut endpoint configuration times

Cut help desk tickets and resolution time

Cut costs on travel and expenses

Improvement of end-user productivity

35%

23%

25%

75%

15%

25%

60h

Savings of $18.35 /user/month

Reduce license costs

60%
savings

Savings of $55 /user/month

Microsoft

365 E3
$36

Communication
e.g., Zoom, Webex

Collaboration
e.g., Slack, Google Meet / Hangouts

File Sharing
e.g., Box, Confluence

Endpoint Mgmt.
e.g., Workspace ONE, MaaS360

Email
e.g., Gmail, MDaemon

Storage
e.g., Box, Dropbox

Mobile Device Mgmt.
e.g., Mobile Iron, Airwatch

Identity & Access
e.g., Okta, Hennge

Labeling & Encrypt
e.g., SolarWinds, CoSoSys

Endpoint Protection
e.g., CrowdStrike, Fortinet

$91 per 
user/month

$36 per 
user/month

Reduce costs with Microsoft 365 E3



Build your AI 

competency to

shape the future

of work...

For System Integrators and Cloud

Solution Providers…

Help customers take Microsoft 365 to its fullest potential by 

leveraging next-generation AI to boost productivity with in-

app assistance and cross-app intelligence.

For Developers and Independent

Software Vendors…

Integrate your apps and services into Microsoft 365 Copilot 

with plugins to reach hundreds of millions of people where 

they work every day.

Partner readiness



Learn and adapt the Microsoft 365 Copilot roadmap
Deepen your knowledge of

Microsoft AI products and principles

AI fundamentals training

• Microsoft AI help & learning

Privacy and compliance training:

• https://aka.ms/CopilotPrivacyOverview

• Integrated Cloud Platform for Cloud Solutions | Microsoft Cloud

• Responsible AI principles from Microsoft

• Get the Responsible AI Standard

• Get the Responsible AI Reference Guide

Microsoft’s approach to AI governance:

• Governing AI: A Blueprint for the Future (video)

• Governing AI: A Blueprint for the Future (executive summary)

• Governing AI: A Blueprint for the Future (download the report)

• Governing AI: A Blueprint for the Future (podcast episode)

• Microsoft announces new supercomputer, lays out vision for 

future AI work

• Microsoft’s framework for building AI systems responsibly

Product differentiation:

• Differences between OpenAI/ChatGPT and Microsoft Copilot 

add-ons

• Differences between Teams Premium and Microsoft 365 Copilot 

Coming Soon

Drive Microsoft 365 suite adoption as 

a prerequisite for Copilot adoption

Pitch Microsoft 365 E3:

• DMWL Microsoft 365 E3 landing page for partners

• 1:Many DMWL E3 Workshop content

• Snackable 10 min video on value of Microsoft 365 E3

Technical Readiness

Become familiar with technical readiness materials

• Harness the power of AI: Extend Copilot and beyond

• Building an AI Copilot with Semantic Kernel in the GPT-4 era

Introduction

• Intro to Microsoft Graph + Q&A

Technical:

• Build plugins for Microsoft 365 Copilot

• Build Microsoft Graph Connectors

• The future of AI and generative code

• UX designing for Copilot

Land the Microsoft 365 Copilot 

marketing message

Customer-ready YouTube videos:

• Introducing Microsoft 365 Copilot with Outlook, Excel, 

PowerPoint, and OneNote

Microsoft 365 Copilot AI event:

• Full recording

• Three-minute recap

Microsoft Blogs:

• Introducing Microsoft 365 Copilot—your copilot for work

• Introducing Microsoft 365 Copilot—A whole new way to work

Data Privacy in Copilot:

• Microsoft’s Privacy Policy and Service Documentation

• Administration of Microsoft 365 in the era of remote work

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-ai
https://aka.ms/CopilotPrivacyOverview
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-cloud
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/responsible-ai?activetab=pivot1%3aprimaryr6
https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE5cmFl
https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE5dlCb
https://www.linkedin.com/events/governingai-ablueprintforaipoli7066550853603639296/about/
https://statics.teams.cdn.office.net/evergreen-assets/safelinks/1/atp-safelinks.html
https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RW14Gtw
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4qzYU1FScOkjq6OKVrHley?si=o4ZLGG3wTGmzfKEbuGQtyg&nd=1
https://news.microsoft.com/source/features/ai/openai-azure-supercomputer/
https://news.microsoft.com/source/features/ai/openai-azure-supercomputer/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2022/06/21/microsofts-framework-for-building-ai-systems-responsibly/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/chatgpt-vs-microsoft-365-copilot-what-s-the-difference-8fdec864-72b1-46e1-afcb-8c12280d712f
https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/do-more-with-less
https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/download?assetname=assets/Microsoft365-Do-More-With-Less-Workshop-Kit.zip&download=1
https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com%2Fdownload%3Fassetname%3Dassets%252FM365-E3-Secure-Collaboration-video.mp4&data=05%7C01%7CSheki.Heinsohn%40microsoft.com%7C99e378831e744bcd0c2b08dafb21a55c%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C638098419219089253%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=MeFevh7rJfmmKNVw%2BVioiLw0hYRuxDsqShTNn7iejbM%3D&reserved=0
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-365-copilot/how-to-prepare-for-microsoft-365-copilot/ba-p/3851566
https://build.microsoft.com/en-US/sessions/1bf0b282-fd10-49fe-9851-24cbf3ab15cf?source=sessions
https://build.microsoft.com/en-US/sessions/d7973468-7060-41d8-91a5-1b3a94fa69b1?source=sessions
https://build.microsoft.com/en-US/sessions/96701d41-44e4-40ea-a04e-5d5732705e6c?source=sessions
https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-teams/ai
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/connecting-external-content-connectors-overview
https://build.microsoft.com/en-US/sessions/5a86e856-5124-4055-a2f2-7d5df62a07cb?source=sessions
https://build.microsoft.com/en-US/sessions/bac1bf0b-7c70-4366-bb86-0abd11b009bc?source=sessions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebls5x-gb0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebls5x-gb0s
https://aka.ms/M365Copilot/Recording
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGb9UZ8DyDc
https://aka.ms/M365Copilot/OMB
https://aka.ms/M365Copilot/Blog
https://privacy.microsoft.com/en-US/
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-365-blog/administration-of-microsoft-365-in-the-new-era-of-ai/ba-p/3767079


Create and integrate next-gen, AI apps, and services

Innovate with a new Copilot 

extensibility model that uses plugins

Integrate apps and services into Microsoft 365 Copilot with 

ChatGPT plugins, Teams message extensions, and Power 

Platform connectors to reach hundreds of millions of people 

where they work every day. 

Overview of plugins:

• Watch a demo: Plugins for Microsoft 365 Copilot

• Watch a demo: Multi-turn demo using Atlassian plugins for 

Microsoft 365 Copilot

• Empowering every developer with plugins for Microsoft 365 

Learn how to create Teams message extensions with 

Teams Toolkit for Visual Studio, Visual Studio Code,

and CLI:

• Watch a demo: Building a new plugin with Teams Toolkit for 

Visual Studio Code 

• Sign up for the developer early access program

Supercharge data with

Semantic Index for Copilot

Bring your data to Microsoft Graph and Graph connectors 

that enable you to take advantage of the Semantic Index for 

Copilot to deliver more personalized and actionable 

responses.

Overview of Semantic Index for Copilot

• Watch a demo: Semantic Index for Copilot: Explained by 

Microsoft

Learn how to access structured data from Microsoft 

Dynamics 365 and Microsoft Power Platform stored in 

Microsoft Dataverse:

• New Dataverse enhancements and AI-powered productivity with 

Microsoft 365 Copilot

• Watch a demo: Microsoft 365 Copilot + Power Platform –

Microsoft Official

• Watch the Power Platform Build 2023 keynote: The future of app 

development with the Microsoft Power Platform

• Watch the Power Platform and Dataverse Build 2023 discussion: 

Data-drive app and web development with Microsoft Power 

Platform, Q&A

• Learn how Common Data Service became Dataverse

• Get started with Dataverse using the Power Apps developer plan: 

Power Apps developer plan

Maximize developer productivity,

app reach, and app discovery
Reach hundreds of millions of Microsoft 365 users, using your 

existing expertise, code, and tools. Benefit from tooling, 

distribution, management, commerce, and enterprise 

readiness while grounding your apps within the Teams and 

Microsoft 365 platforms and programs. 

Learn how to configure, publish, and manage your 

plugins in the Developer Portal for Teams: 

• Take advantage of the App Compliance Automation Tool

• Speed up IT approvals with the Microsoft 365 App Compliance 

Program 

• Increase user discoverability with link unfurling and contextual

app exposure in surfaces such as chat, channels, and meetings in 

Teams 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMXtwtdryKY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-N54J7128Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-N54J7128Q
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2023/05/23/empowering-every-developer-with-plugins-for-microsoft-365-copilot/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZNi1GDxvf0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZNi1GDxvf0
https://aka.ms/plugins-dev-waitlist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtsVRCsdvoU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtsVRCsdvoU
https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/dynamics365/it/2023/05/24/new-dataverse-enhancements-and-ai-powered-productivity-with-microsoft-365-copilot/
https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/dynamics365/it/2023/05/24/new-dataverse-enhancements-and-ai-powered-productivity-with-microsoft-365-copilot/
https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/dynamics365/it/2023/05/24/new-dataverse-enhancements-and-ai-powered-productivity-with-microsoft-365-copilot/
https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/dynamics365/it/2023/05/24/new-dataverse-enhancements-and-ai-powered-productivity-with-microsoft-365-copilot/
https://aka.ms/Build-BRK270
https://aka.ms/Build-BRK270
https://aka.ms/Build-DIS271
https://aka.ms/Build-DIS271
https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/1636062794805219031-dynamics-365-application-modernization-on-microsoft-azure
https://powerapps.microsoft.com/en-us/developerplan/
https://learn.microsoft.com/microsoft-365-app-certification/docs/acat-overview
https://learn.microsoft.com/microsoft-365-app-certification/overview
https://learn.microsoft.com/microsoft-365-app-certification/overview
https://learn.microsoft.com/microsoftteams/platform/messaging-extensions/how-to/link-unfurling?tabs=desktop%2Cjson%2Cadvantages


Microsoft Dev Box
Generally available July 2023



New and existing plugin developers



Most frequently asked questions

When will my customers and my 

company have access to Microsoft 

365 Copilot? And how much will it 

cost?

• On 5/9 we announced we were bringing Copilot to 600 customers (including select 

partners) worldwide with the Microsoft 365 Copilot Early Access Program. 

• EAP is an invite-only, paid preview program.

What are the requirements to access 

Microsoft 365 Copilot?

• Microsoft 365 is the foundation to being AI ready. Microsoft 365 E3/E5 (and Microsoft 

365 Business Standard / Business Premium) will be a licensing requirements for 

Semantic index and Graph to work.

• Hybrid scenarios (O365/M365) will not be enabled fully by Copilot (only tenants in the 

cloud will work). 

• There is no requirement for an underlying Azure tenant to enable Microsoft 365 

Copilot.

• Microsoft 365 Copilot falls under the same Microsoft 365 Product Terms.

• Microsoft Teams Premium is not a requirement to access Copilot, but customers will 

maximize their experience by having both.

• Microsoft Copilot for Viva is a separate product.

Will Copilot work if the tenant has 

Okta or another 3rd party used for 

identity management?

• Azure Active Directory is a requirement (whether using the free version or premium). 

Currently there is no obstacle for hybrid solution.

https://www.microsoft.com/licensing/terms/productoffering/Microsoft365/


Microsoft Cloud

Runs on trustyou...

Your data is your data

Your data from any fine-tuning is 

not used to train the foundation

AI models

Your data is protected by 

the most comprehensive enterprise 

compliance and security controls

FAQ | Is the model learning from my data? Is Microsoft 

learning from my data? Which data does Copilot use?



Designed for the needs of the enterprise

Grounded in

your customer’s business data
Microsoft 365 Copilot has real-time access to both your 

customer’s content and context in Microsoft Graph.

Comprehensive

security, compliance, and privacy
Copilot inherits your customer’s security, compliance,

and privacy policies set up in Microsoft 365.

Architected to protect

Your customer’s data
Data never leaves its secure partition, and it is 

never used for training purposes.

Designed to 

learn new skills
As Copilot learns about processes, it can perform more 

sophisticated tasks and queries.

Individual user and admin

always in control
The user decides what to use, modify, or discard.

Integrated into the  

apps your customer uses every day 
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Teams, and more.



FAQ | What’s the cost of hybrid work?

Meeting times

148%+

Weekly meeting time has 

more than doubled for 

Teams users and is still 

rising

Email

40.6B

Increase in number of 

emails delivered

in February 2021 vs. 

February 2020

Chats

45%+

Weekly Teams chats

per-person are up 45% 

and still rising

Docs

66%+

Number of people working 

on Office documents is up

66% year over year

Source: The Next Great Disruption Is Hybrid Work—Are We Ready? (microsoft.com)

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index/hybrid-work
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• Automatically provided, intelligent

summaries and action items of meetings 

for Teams Premium users

• Tools to save time by quickly 

navigating meeting recordings

• Consistency across users who see the 

same experience, except for 

personalized points of interest in the 

recording (like when your name was mentioned)

• On-demand insights provided only when 

you ask for them and tailored to your 

unique prompts

• Going beyond summarization by asking 

Copilot to execute actions and 

proactively make suggestions

• Contextual insights into why and how 

decisions were made, and even the 

rationalization behind them 

Teams Premium is 
best for…

Copilot in Teams is 
best for…

Copilot and Teams Premium… what’s the difference?
Better together: Teams Premium and Copilot in Teams 



Microsoft Teams Premium
Intelligent meeting recap

Intelligent meeting recap

Easy navigation with autogenerated 

chapters



Meeting recordings will 

automatically call out key 

moments, such as when your 

name was mentioned, a screen 

was shared, and when you left 

the meeting.  

Microsoft Teams Premium
Intelligent meeting recap from recording
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We have an



Microsoft 365 Copilot

Partner 

Community

Nominate yourself

Starting August 1, 2023

https://aka.ms/CopilotPartnerCommunity



Next steps

1. Walk customers through the M365 Copilot 

Assessment.

2. Review the Road to M365 Copilot partner guide.

3. Review the partner FAQ document.

4. Public M365 Copilot Blog

Resources
• https://aka.ms/M365CopilotPartner - updated page with 

the most recent information and documents.
• Become familiar with technical readiness materials

• IT admin http://aka.ms/M365AdminAI

Microsoft 365 Copilot Preview falls under the Microsoft 365 

Product Terms. Review Microsoft's privacy policy and service 

documentation.

https://aka.ms/M365CopilotPartner

https://loop.microsoft.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?ct=1685473569904&or=Teams-HL&LOF=1
https://loop.microsoft.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?ct=1685473569904&or=Teams-HL&LOF=1
https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/download?assetname=assets%2FMicrosoft365-Copilot-Partner-Guide.pptx&download=1
https://aka.ms/M365Copilot/PartnerFAQ
https://aka.ms/CopilotBlog
https://aka.ms/M365CopilotPartner
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-365-copilot/how-to-prepare-for-microsoft-365-copilot/ba-p/3851566
http://aka.ms/M365AdminAI
http://aka.ms/M365AdminAI
https://www.microsoft.com/licensing/terms/productoffering/Microsoft365/
https://www.microsoft.com/licensing/terms/productoffering/Microsoft365/
https://privacy.microsoft.com/en-US/
https://privacy.microsoft.com/en-US/
https://aka.ms/M365CopilotPartner
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